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Abstract In the last few years, a great deal of attention has been devoted to Double-Core-Hole
states, and especially those involving K-shells, K-2 states, as well as, K-2V states, which include
simultaneous core ionization and core-excitation. In this paper we gave a theoretical framework that
enables prediction of the energy electron distribution in K-2V process in linearly polarized laser field.
In order to achieve this, we obtained a formula for the transition rate taking into account the channels
of sequential, nonsequential and ionization with ionic core excitation. We started with the K-2V
process in helium like atoms. We showed that inclusion of mentioned additional processes
significantly influences the transition rate and, at the same time, the energy distribution of the ejected
photoelectrons. This is related especially to the energy range of the ejected photoelectrons bringing us
to the energy range of low energy electrons which has a significant role in biodamage.
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INTRODUCTION

Atom and molecule ionization in a strong laser field has been actively studied
both theoretically and experimentally long time ago [1,2]. Extreme laser field
intensities allow highly nonlinear processes such as above-threshold ionization,
high harmonic generation, Coulomb explosion [3,4] and, for us especially
interesting, laser-induced ionization [5,6]. Ionization is process in which electrons
are removed from any atomic or molecular quantum level and after that they can
initiate further excitation [7,8] or produce secondary electrons by ionization.
Photoionization of any multi-electron system usually entails a simultaneous
ionization and excitation, while in the most works (papers) only ionization process
is observed, and as a consequence the effect of excited states of atoms and ions on
the ionization probability has still not been extensively studied. In recent years, S.
Corniato et al have been working experimentally on excited states in atoms and
molecules [9, 10, 11].

They first developed a theoretical model that provides absolute cross sections
for simultaneous core-ionization core-excitation ( K 2V ) and compare its predictions
with experimental results [12, 13].
During ionization and excitation processes, the electrons lose a part of their
energy, which is important because, today, the main focus is on low energy
electrons (LEE), which play a significant role in biodamage [14]. The origin of
LEE is most commonly understood to be secondary electrons ionized from core or
valence levels by incident radiation and slowed by multiple inelastic scattering
events [15], until they become chemically inactive species [16]. This became more
evident after a series of recent landmark experiments performed by Sanche and
coworkers [17] in Canada.
Because of all mentioned, our intention was to find the energy distribution of
the ejected photoelectrons in photoionization processes taking into account both
processes, ionization and excitation.

THEORETICAL CONCEPTS

Photoionization of atoms and molecules is one of the most fundamental
processes of intense laser-matter interactions. It is usually considered as either a
multiphoton or a tunneling process depending on the value of the dimensionless
Keldysh parameter [18],    t   2 I p F , where  is the laser frequency, I p is
the unperturbed ionization energy, F is the laser field strength and t  F 2 I p is a
tunnel frequency. For   1 multiphoton ionization is the dominant process, while
for   1 the dominant process is tunnel ionization. Tunneling ionization occurs
when the potential barrier of an atom in an intense laser field is deformed in a way
that bound electrons can tunnel through this barrier and leave an atom easily.
The atomic system of units e  me    1 is used throughout this paper [19].
The probability of the classical ionization process can be calculated using the
standard formulas of the theory of tunneling ionization such as Keldysh [18], the
Perelomov-Popov-Terent’ev (PPT) [20], the Ammosov–Delone–Krainov (ADK)
[21] and Smirnov and Chibisov [22]. The ADK formula is one of the most used
ones. For the case of non-zero initial momentum, p , it has the following form [21]:
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is the effective quantum number and Z is the ion charge.

The ADK model was developed based on Dykhne formalism [23]. This
approach allows derivation exponentially a small transition rate between the initial

bound state i with energy Ei t  of the considered atomic ion and the final
continuum state f with the energy E f t  :
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i.e. the transition rate Wif between the initial and the final state is the
exponential function of the imaginary part of the action, S   . Here, E f t  is the
energy of the final state,
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where At  is the vector potential of the

electromagnetic field, At     F sin   and  is the classical turning point [24].
c

In most papers, the contribution of the excitation process to the rate is
neglected. That is why we treated the ionization rate as a cumulative contribution
of simultaneous processes, ionization and excitation, as a sequence of events based
on which we developed the formula for the transition rate, i.e. corresponding the
energy distribution formula. We used the Dykhne formalism and applied it to
Helium (and helium like) atoms. The photon-impact ionization of the He atom
from the 1S 1s 2  ground state with excitation of the other remaining electron to the
state 2S 2s  ( 1s  2s ) or 2P2 p ( 1s  2 p ) is the simplest ionization excitation
process [25, 13, 26].
We have limited ourselves to a non-relativistic domain. Many recent
approaches on field ionization show that there are differences in the ionization rate
depending on whether linearly, circularly or elliptically polarized light is used [27].
In this work we considered a linearly polarized laser field.
We started from the initial energy of considered system. Although in atomic
or molecular physics it is often a good approximation to assume that the electron–
electron correlation plays a minor role, we took it into account through the
channels of nonsequental (NSI) ionization [28, 29]. In accordance with this, the
initial energy can be written as a sum of the non perturbated ionization energy, I p ,
and the term which includes the correlation effect [30]:
Ei  I p 
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Next, we modified the final energy, E f t  , in way to include the energy of the
excitation processes, E   I p  J 1s,2s   K 1s,2s  [31, 32], as well as the energy of
the Coulomb interaction, Ec , [20]:
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where the term J 1s,2s  represents the Coulomb repulsion integrals and
K 1s,2s  the exchange integrals [33]. The lower sign between these two terms in Eq.
4 represents the state of lower energy, thus making the configuration 1s2s of the
triplet state lower in energy than the singlet state. For the electron correlation 1s,2 s
in the Helium atom, the Coulomb repulsion integral becomes J 1s,2s   17 ZEh . The
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term K 1s,2s  is the quantum exchange integral and for the electron correlation
1s,2 s in the Helium atom is: K 1s,2 s   16 ZEh [34], where Eh is the energy of a
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two-electrons atom given by the formula Eh  2Z2 [35]. In this way, the resultant
n

energy for the final state becomes:
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From the condition for the initial and the final energies in the form:
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and after some simple transformations and using Maclaurin series, the
classical turning point,  , takes the form:
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(7)

introduced
the
following
notation:
. The term D represents some kind of effective

energy. Upper sign notes the singlet state in Helium, for which the ionizationexcitation process can be observed [33]. Thus, we considered only singlet state of
Helium atom. Based on this, we rewrote the previous expression as:
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Now, we calculated the transition rate. Firstly, we substituted Eq. 3 and Eq. 5
into Eq. 2. After that, the action, S   , can be expressed as a sum of four terms:
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Next, we integrated Eq. 8 over time by parts. Following Wif  Exp 2 Im S   ,
after integration, we separated real and imaginary parts. As a result for transition
rate Wif with cumulative contribution of ionization and excitation processes, we
obtained the following formula:
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In order to “optimize” the previous expression, we assessed contribution of
the initial momentum of ejected photoelectrons. In the limiting case, for a low
electron momentum, we supposed that p 2 affects most of the order in comparison
to p 4 . Also, for a strong field, the terms 1 have larger contribution than
F0

1
n
F0

,

1
1 n  3 . Additionally, we introduced the effective Keldysh parameter

F0 F0 n

well as the new effective quantum number n**  Z 2 D . Bearing all
this in mind follows that the transition rate in a monochromatic, linearly polarized
laser field from excited states of the helium atom can be rewritten as:
 *   2 D F , as
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According to Eq. 10 the transition rate depends on the square degrees of the
initial momentum p of the ejected photoelectrons, as well as the introduced
effective Keldysh parameter,  * , and the new effective quantum number, n** .
Next, we applied this result in order to express the non-relativistic energy
distribution of ejected photoelectrons in the linearly polarized laser field. If a
system’s total energy is independent of the coordinate  then momentum is
conserved along the classical path i.e. p  p for small angles [24], so combining
equation

 p 2 2 2 I p 3 2 
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[36] it follows that the energetic distribution of the ejected photoelectrons may be
written as:
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Eq. 11 presents the formula for a electron energy distribution. It describes the
exponential dependence of the energy distribution on the amplitude of the laser
field, unperturbated ionization potential, as well as effective Keldysh parameter,
 * , and the new effective quantum number, n** . Additional terms, which can be
seen in the formula, compared to the standard ADK formula [21], are directly
related to the electron excitation.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Furthermore, we applied our formula on a single ionized helium atom, He  ,
in a linearly polarized laser field,   10.6 μm (   0.004298 a.u. ). We assumed
short pulses (there is no ponderomotive force) and the general laser beam shape. As
we said, our intention was to discuss the influence of different ionization channels
on the transition rate. To achieve this we compared our results with those obtained
using the standard ADK formula [21].
In Fig. 1 we gave comparative review of the theoretical curves, obtained
based on the ADK formula, WADK ( p) , (left plot), Eq. 1 where only ionization
process is observed and our formula, Wiex ( p) , (right plot), Eq. 10 with cumulative
contribution of ionization and excitation processes.

Fig. [1.] Comparative review of the transition rate of a) the ADK theory, WADK ( p) as a function of the
laser field intensity I  1015  1016 Wcm 2 and b) Wiex ( p) , as a function of the laser field intensity
I  1013  6  1013 Wcm 2 . The parabolic coordinate is set on   14 . The initial momentum, p  0 .

Both calculated theoretical curves are presented as a function of the laser
field intensity, but there are changes in their slopes which shows influence of the
additional ionization channels on the average behavior of the rate, i.e. the curves
behave qualitatively differently. The standard theoretical ADK curve (Fig. 1, left
plot), increases rapidly with field increasing, reaches a maximal value and then
decreases slowly. The presence of the saturation effect around the field intensity
I ~ 6 1015 Wcm 2 is evident [37, 38]. The curve, obtained based on our formula (Fig
1, right plot) after the short range of the rapid increase reaches maximum on

I ~ 3  1013 Wcm 2 . Than
(compared to WADK ( p) )

the graph shows considerably faster rate declination
for some definite laser field intensity interval. Both curves
generally have asymmetric form with respect to the field intensity on which the
maximal value is achieved. We would like to note that, for the same conditions, the
Wiex ( p) curve is shifted to lower field intensity. Also it can be seen that the ADK
transition rate W ADK ( p) is lower compared to Wiex ( p) . The shift to lower intensities
“put” the ejected photoelectrons in the range of LEE, which is in accordance with
[39] and [40] who showed that ion yield data are shifted down in intensity
compared to ADK theory. Additionally, we compared our results with
experimental data obtained by [39, 41] and concluded that our curve (Fig.1, right
plot) has the characteristic “flow” which can be seen in [39,42].
Our analysis shows that the Wiex ( p) is very sensitive on field intensity, as well
as the parabolic coordinate  . The minimal change of those parameters strongly
affects the rate. In order to illustrate the dependence of the ionization excitation
transition rate Wiex ( p) to the parabolic coordinate,  , and laser field intensity, I , in
Fig. 2 (3D graph) we showed the behavior of Wiex ( p) with the short range of laser
field intensity and parabolic coordinate.

Fig. [2.] 3D graph for the Wiex ( p) as a function of the parabolic coordinate   10  14 and the field
intensity I  1013  1014 Wcm 2 .

Next, we observed the energy distribution spectrum, Wiex (E ) , of obtained
photoelectrons during the photoionization process. We were motivated by idea that
our theoretical research in the field of ionization processes could be linked to
biomolecules and, further to biodamage. In order to present the energy distribution,
we transformed the intensity axis into units of energy. In a limited case, the energy
shift of the continuum is equal to the ponderomotive energy, the cycle averaged
kinetic energy of an electron in a laser field, E  U p . For a peak intensity, I , in
Wcm 2 and wavelength, λ in μm , the ponderomotive energy can be estimated in

electron volts (eV) using the relation U p  9.33 1014 Iλ 2 [43]. Now, we can observe
the energy distribution of the ejected photoelectrons and discuss it.

In Fig. 3, we compared the energy distribution of ejected photoelectrons
obtained based on the ADK, WADK (E) , (left plot), and our formula, Wiex (E ) ,(right
plot), on the field intensity range I  1013  1014 Wcm 2 .

Fig. 3 Comparative review of the energy distribution a) WADK (E) , b) Wiex (E ) as a function of the
energy.

From Fig. 3 is obvious that the difference between theoretical curves exists.
Both curves on some definite intensity range increase, reach the maximum (more
or less defined) and then approach to energy axis but with different asymptotic
slopes. Lower then the laser intensity I ~ 3  1013 Wcm 2 , i.e. energy E ~ 22eV , it
can be seen that Wiex (E ) increases very rapidly with increasing laser field energy.
The obtained results, compared to WADK (E) , show that the simultaneous
ionization excitation distribution, Wiex (E ) , definitely enhances over the entire
energy range. Also, from Fig. 3 it can be seen that the width of Wiex (E ) is
narrower, with a relatively defined maximum on E ~ 22 eV . It follows that the
inclusion of the excitation process into the observation of the photoionization
process is important and shifts the electron energy into the range of LEE, that is in
accordance with [44]. Obtained energy range is in agreement with [45] and almost
perfect with [46,42] and [47] who obtained exactly the same energy range of the
photoelectron energy distribution in the tunneling regime. Also, the entire
photoelectron energy distribution curve exhibits the well-documented and expected
behaviour [42; 47].
Finally, based on all aforementioned, we concluded that our results, for the
energy distribution of ejected photoelectrons, show better agreement with the
experimental data than those calculated based on the standard ADK [21]. The
differences lie in the treatment of the “fast” electron and in the details of the
wavefunctions for the initial bound state and the continuum states.
Similar results are obtained for wavelength of 800nm produced by a titanium:
sapphire-based laser system   800nm   0.05696a.u  and for the other noble
atoms.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a formula for the ionization-excitation transition rate has been
developed. Unlike the ADK theory, our formula takes into account simultaneous
ionization excitation processes. Based on the obtained results, we concluded that it
is important to include additional mechanisms in the observation of the
photoionization process. Also, we gave comparative review of the transition rate’s
theoretical curves for standard ADK and our formula. Our results show the definite
enhancement of the simultaneous ionization excitation rate and the shift to lower
energy range.
The obtained results can serve as guidance for experiments in order to
determine the intensity range in which LEE can be expected. Our intention, in
further work, is to expand our research to more complex atom systems, as well as
to molecules, in order to determine fundamental mechanisms that are involved in
processes in biomolecules, but also, based on the theoretical model, to find the
controlling mechanisms of relevant parameters and at the same time, induced
effects.
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